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TUNE YOUR MANDOLIN FAST AND PRECISELY!
Listen article.
Need some help tuning your mandolin? Try Mandolin Tuner! Our app will help you with the tuning process, and it will also help you
ne-tune each of the strings using a chromatic tuner with audio input and microphone support. Turn up the volume on your device,
make sure your microphone is on and let’s start tuning your mandolin!
Mandolin Tuner has 11 pitch modes for you to choose from. Select the one you like.
On the bottom of the app window, the buttons play the sound for each string of a perfectly tuned mandolin. You can use those buttons
alone or with the Repeat Mode, which repeats the sound of the string you selected. You can accomplish most of the tuning without
taking your hands off your mandolin!
The chromatic tuner in the middle of the app window is used for precise tuning of individual strings. Play a string, and if it is perfectly
tuned, the tuner will ash green. If the tuner ashes red, the string will need additional tuning. The chromatic tuner will show you
whether your string needs to be adjusted up or down. If the arrow on the left side ashes red, your string sounds too low and needs to
be tuned up. If the arrow on the right side ashes red, your string sounds too high and needs to be tuned down. Keep tuning the string
until the chromatic tuner ashes green. Continue with the next string. Keep going until all of the strings are perfectly tuned and enjoy
playing your mandolin!
Download Mandolin Tuner now!

Check out our video tutorial for Mandolin Tuner on YouTube!

Chromatic Mandolin Tuner App - tune your mand...
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